Grammars are core elements of many NLP applications. Grammars can be developed in two ways: built by hand or extracted from corpora. In this paper, we compare a handcrafted grammar with a Treebank grammar. We contend that recognizing substructures of the grammars' basic units is necessary not only because it allows grammars to be compared at a higher level, but also because it provides the building blocks for consistent and e cient integration of the grammars.
Introduction
A Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) is a core element of many NLP applications. It often has hundreds of elementary trees (etrees), which can either be built by hand (hand-crafted grammars), or extracted from annotated corpora (Treebank grammars). Hand-crafted grammars have rich representations (such as feature structures), and tend to be more precise, but they take a long time to build and their coverage on naturally-occurring data is hard to determine. In addition, they lack statistical information which is crucial for statistical parsers. Treebank grammars, on the other hand, require little human e ort (Xia, 1999; Chen & Vijay-Shanker, 2000) to build, once the Treebank has been created. They have rich statistical information and will cover at least the corpora from which the grammars are extracted. However, Treebank grammars are noise-prone because of annotation errors in the corpora and they also lack features and semantic information which are rarely represented in the corpora. It would be ideal if we could combine the strengths of both types of grammar. As a rst step towards addressing this issue, in this paper we compare a hand-crafted grammar with a Treebank grammar and propose a way of integrating them to produce new grammars.
Two grammars
The two LTAGs that we compare are the XTAG English grammar (XTAG-Group, 1995) and a grammar extracted from Penn English Treebank. The XTAG grammar has 1004 tree templates.
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The Treebank grammar that we use in this paper is extracted from the Penn English Treebank II (Marcus et al., 1994 ) using the extraction algorithm described in (Xia, 1999) . The extracted grammar has 3072 templates. For lack of space, we will not describe the extraction algorithm, other than pointing out that by design all the etrees extracted from the Treebank fall into one of three types according to the relations between the anchor of the etree and other nodes in the tree, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows a bracketed sentence from the Penn Treebank. From that sentence, ve etrees are extracted by the algorithm, as shown in Figure 3 . 
Comparing two grammars
To compare the grammars, we need to nd out how many trees in one grammar match trees in the other grammar. We de ne two types of matching : t-match and c-match.
From now on, we use XTAG and Ext-G to stand for the XTAG grammar and the extracted grammar respectively.
t-match
We call two trees t-match (t for tree) if they are identical barring the type of information present only in one grammar, such as feature structures and subscripts 2 in XTAG and frequency information in Ext-G. In Figure 4, XTAG tree 4(a) and 4(b) t-match Ext-G tree 4(c). XTAG also di ers from Ext-G in that XTAG includes multi-anchor trees to handle idioms ( Figure 5 (a)), light verbs (Figure 5(b) ) and so on. In each of these cases, 2 The subscripts on the nodes mark the same semantic arguments in related subcategorization frames. the multi-anchors form the predicate. These trees are the same as the spine-etree in Figure 1 (a) except that some nodes of the XTAG trees (e.g. N P 1 in Figure 5 (a) and its counterpart Z p in Figure 1 ) are expanded. By having multi-anchors, each tree can be associated with semantic representations directly (as shown in in Figure 5 ), which is an advantage of LTAG formalism. Ext-G does not have multi-anchor trees because semantics is not marked in the Treebank and consequentially the extraction algorithm can not distinguish idiomatic meanings from literal meanings. Two trees are called t-match without expansions if they t-match after the expanded part is removed from the XTAG trees. Figure 5 is such an example. t-match requires two trees to have exactly the same structure, therefore, it does not tolerate minor di erences between the trees. For instance, in XTAG, relative pronouns such as which and the complementizer that occupy distinct positions in the etree for relative clauses, whereas the Penn Treebank treats both as pronouns and therefore they occupy the same position in Ext-G, as shown in Figure 6 . Because the circled subtrees will occur in every tree for relative clauses and wh-movement, all these trees will not t-match their counterparts in the other grammar. Nevertheless, the two trees share the same subcategorization frame (NP V NP), the same subcategorization chain 3 S ! V P ! V and the same modi cation pair (NP; S ). To capture this kind of similarity, we decompose a mod-etree into a tuple of (subcat frame, subcat chain, modi cation pair). Similarly, a spine-etree is decomposed into a (subcat frame, subcat chain) pair, and a conj-etree into (subcat frame, subcat chain, coordination sequence). Two etrees are said to c-match (c for component) if they are decomposed into the same tuples. According to this de nition, the two trees in Figure 6 c-match. 
Comparison results
So far, we have de ned several types of matching. Table 1 lists the numbers of tree templates 4 in one grammar that match some tree templates in the other grammar.
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The last row lists the frequencies of the matched Ext-G templates. For instance, the fourth column says 496 templates in XTAG match 3 A subcategorization chain is a subsequence of the spine in a spine-etree where each node on the chain is a parent of some argument(s) in the subcategorization frame. The nodes on a subcategorization chain roughly correspond to various lexical projections in GB-theory. 4 We compare tree templates, not trees, in the two grammars because we are focusing on general syntactic structure.
5 If a template in one grammar matches several templates in the other grammar and the match types are di erent, we label it with the strongest match type.
189 templates in Ext-G, and these 189 templates account for 57.1% of the template tokens in the Penn Treebank. If we decompose templates into components as mentioned in Section 3.2, the components that are shared by both grammars will cover 82.9% of all the component occurrences, as shown in Table  2 . Templates in Ext-G are missing from the XTAG grammar for one or more of the following reasons:
T1: incorrect templates in Ext-G These templates result from Treebank annotation errors. Our extraction algorithm has a lter that detects implausible templates in Ext-G by decomposing a template into parts and checking each part against several small hand-crafted tables. The lter marks 2299 templates in Ext-G as implausible and they account for 5.2% of the template tokens in the Treebank.
T2: conj-etrees in XTAG Most conj-etrees in XTAG are generated on-the-y while parsing (Sarkar & Joshi, 1996) , and are not part of the 1004 templates. Therefore, many of the conj-etrees in Ext-G, which account for 2.8% of the template tokens in the Treebank, do not match any templates in XTAG.
T3: di erent analyses XTAG and Ext-G often choose di erent analyses for the same phenomenon. For example, the two grammars treat reduced relative clauses di erently. 6 T4: missing constructions in XTAG Some constructions such as the unlike coordination phrase (UCP) in the Treebank are not covered in XTAG. 7 6 Also, in XTAG, adjectives and nouns directly modify nouns, whereas in Ext-G, they modify noun phrases. These two pairs { (N, NP) and (A, NP) { account for 26.6% of the modi cation pairs in the Treebank, explaining XTAG's lack of coverage (53.1%) of the modi cation pair occurrences in the Treebank. 7 The di erence between matched templates (58.0%) and matched components (82.9%) imply that some combinations of components are missing from XTAG, The problem is very common for hand-crafted grammars because the the redundancy among trees in the grammar makes it very hard t-match t-match w/o c-match subtotal (Becker, 1994) or LexOrg (Xia et al., 1998) . The new grammar will be of high quality and have good coverage of the Treebank.
Conclusion
In this paper, we compare the XTAG grammar with the Penn Treebank grammar and propose a way of integrating them in order to derive a new grammar which has the strength of both. We believe that recognizing components of elementary trees in the two grammars is necessary because it not only allows the grammars to be compared at a more ne-grained level, but also provides the building blocks for integrating the grammars in a consistent and e cient way.
to maintain the grammar by hand. Various tools to semi-automatically generate templates (Becker, 1994; Candito, 1996 ; Xia et al., 1998) could alleviate the problem.
